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Small Changes in Teaching:  
The First 5 Minutes of Class  
4 Quick Ways to Shift Students’ 
Attention from Life’s Distractions 

to Your Course Content 
James M. Lang 

"Many years later, as he faced the firing squad, Colonel Aureliano 
Buendía was to remember that distant afternoon when his father took 
him to discover ice." 
 
In a conversation I had with Ken Bain, my longtime mentor and 
favorite education writer, he cited that quote — the first sentence of 
Gabriel García Márquez’s novel One Hundred Years of Solitude — as 
one of the great openings in literary history. It’s hard to disagree: The 
sentence plunges us immediately into a drama, acquaints us with a 
character on the brink of death, and yet intrigues us with the 
reference to his long-forgotten (and curiosity-inducing) memory. 
That sentence makes us want to keep reading. 
 
When I teach my writing course on creative nonfiction, we spend a 
lot of time analyzing the opening lines of great writers. I work 
frequently with students on their opening words, sentences, and 
paragraphs. In that very short space, I explain to them, most readers 
will decide whether to continue reading the rest of your essay. If you 
can’t grab and hold their attention with your opening, you are likely 
to lose them before they get to your hard-won insights 10 paragraphs 
later. 
 
The same principle, I would argue, holds true in teaching a college 
course. The opening five minutes offer us a rich opportunity to 
capture the attention of students and prepare them for learning. They 
walk into our classes trailing all of the distractions of their complex 
lives — the many wonders of their smartphones, the arguments with 
roommates, the question of what to have for lunch. Their bodies may 
be stuck in a room with us for the required time period, but their 
minds may be somewhere else entirely. 
 
It seems clear, then, that we should start class with a deliberate effort 
to bring students’ focus to the subject at hand. Unfortunately, based 
on my many observations of faculty members in action, the first five 
minutes of a college class often get frittered away with logistical tasks 
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(taking attendance or setting up our technology), gathering our thoughts as we discuss homework or 
upcoming tests, or writing on the board. 
 
Logistics and organization certainly matter, and may be unavoidable on some days. But on most days, we 
should be able to do better. In this column, the second in a series on small changes we can make to 
improve teaching and learning in higher education, I offer four quick suggestions for the first few 
minutes of class to focus the attention of students and prepare their brains for learning. 
 
Open with a question or two. Another favorite education writer of mine, the cognitive psychologist 
Daniel Willingham, argues that teachers should focus more on the use of questions. "The material I want 
students to learn," he writes in his book Why Don’t Students Like School? "is actually the answer to a 
question. On its own, the answer is almost never interesting. But if you know the question, the answer 
may be quite interesting." 
 
My colleague Greg Weiner, an associate professor of political science, puts those ideas into practice. At 
the beginning of class, he shows four or five questions on a slide for students to consider. Class then 
proceeds in the usual fashion. At the end, he returns to the questions so that students can both see some 
potential answers and understand that they have learned something that day. 
 
For example, in a session of his "American Government" course that focused on the separation of powers, 
the first question of the day might be: "What problem is the separation of powers designed to address?" 
And the last: "What forces have eroded the separation of powers?" Those questions are also available to 
the students in advance of class, to help guide their reading and homework. But having the questions 
visible at the start of class, and returning to them at the end, reminds students that each session has a 
clear purpose. 
 
So, consider opening class with one or more questions that qualify as important and fascinating. You 
might even let students give preliminary answers for a few moments, and then again in the closing 
minutes, to help them recognize how their understanding has deepened over the course period. 
 
What did we learn last time? A favorite activity of many instructors is to spend a few minutes at the 
opening of class reviewing what happened in the previous session. That makes perfect sense, and is 
supported by the idea that we don’t learn from single exposure to material — we need to return 
frequently to whatever we are attempting to master. 
 
But instead of offering a capsule review to students, why not ask them to offer one back to you? 
 
In the teaching-and-learning world, the phenomenon known as the "testing effect" has received much 
ink. Put very simply, if we want to remember something, we have to practice remembering it. To that 
end, learning researchers have demonstrated over and over again that quizzes and tests not only measure 
student learning, but can actually help promote it. The more times that students have to draw 
information, ideas, or skills from memory, the better they learn it. 
 
Instead of "testing effect," I prefer to use the more technical term, "retrieval practice," because testing is 
not required to help students practice retrieving material from their memories. Any effort they make to 
remember course content — without the help of notes or texts — will benefit their learning. 
 
Take advantage of that fact in the opening few minutes of class by asking students to "remind" you of the 
key points from the last session. Write them on the board — editing as you go and providing feedback to 
ensure the responses are accurate — to set up the day’s new material. Five minutes of that at the start of 
every class will prepare students to succeed on the memory retrieval they will need on quizzes and exams 
throughout the semester. 
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One important caveat: Students should do all of this without notebooks, texts, or laptops. Retrieval 
practice only works when they are retrieving the material from memory — not when they are retrieving 
it from their screens or pages. 
 
Reactivate what they learned in previous courses. Plenty of excellent evidence suggests that whatever 
knowledge students bring into a course has a major influence on what they take away from it. So, a sure-
fire technique to improve student learning is to begin class by revisiting, not just what they learned in the 
previous session, but what they already knew about the subject matter. 
 
"The accuracy of students’ prior content knowledge is critical to teaching and learning," write Susan A. 
Ambrose and Marsha C. Lovett in an essay on the subject in a free e-book, because "it is the foundation 
on which new knowledge is built. If students’ prior knowledge is faulty (e.g., inaccurate facts, ideas, 
models, or theories), subsequent learning tends to be hindered because they ignore, discount, or resist 
important new evidence that conflicts with existing knowledge." 
 
Asking students to tell you what they already know (or think they know) has two important benefits. 
First, it lights up the parts of their brains that connect to your course material, so when they encounter 
new material, they will process it in a richer knowledge context. Second, it lets you know what 
preconceptions students have about your course material. That way, your lecture, discussion, or 
whatever you plan for class that day can specifically deal with and improve upon the knowledge actually 
in the room, rather than the knowledge you imagine to be in the room. 
 
Here, too, try posing simple questions at the beginning of class followed by a few minutes of discussion: 
"Today we are going to focus on X. What do you know about X already? What have you heard about it in 
the media, or learned in a previous class?" You might be surprised at the misconceptions you hear, or 
heartened by the state of knowledge in the room. Either way, you’ll be better prepared to shape what 
follows in a productive way. 
 
Write it down. All three of the previous activities would benefit from having students spend a few 
minutes writing down their responses. That way, every student has the opportunity to answer the 
question, practice memory retrieval from the previous session, or surface their prior knowledge — and 
not just the students most likely to raise their hands in class. 
 
Frequent, low-stakes writing assignments constitute one of the best methods you can use to solicit 
engagement and thinking in class. You don’t have to grade the responses very carefully — or at all. 
Count them for participation, or make them worth a tiny fraction of a student’s grade. If you don’t want 
to collect the papers, have students write in their notebooks or on laptops and walk around the classroom 
just to keep everyone honest and ensure they are doing the work. Limit writing time to three to five 
minutes and ask everyone to write until you call time — at which point discussion begins. 
 
In my 15 years of full-time teaching, the only thing I have done consistently in every class is use the first 
few minutes for writing exercises, and I will continue to do that for as long as I am teaching. I love them 
not only for the learning benefits they offer, but because they have both a symbolic value and a focusing 
function. Starting with five minutes of writing helps students make the transition from the outside world 
to the classroom. 
 
So, don’t limit student-writing time to papers or exams. Let a writing exercise help you bring focus and 
engagement to the opening of every class session. Build it into your routine. Class has begun: time to 
write, time to think. 
 
In writing, as in learning, openings matter. Don’t fritter them away. 
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Ms. Stephenie Rostron:  
Wilberforce University’s New Library Director 

Ms. Stephenie Rostron was raised with a father in the Air Force 
giving her a chance to see different parts of the country, thus 
sparking a desire to know more about the world around her.   

From an early age, Stephenie enjoyed helping people to succeed by 
doing research and guiding them through the different avenues that 
gained them access to information.  She knew information literacy 
was her calling and began working to become a librarian.   

In the early 2000s, Stephenie attended Wright State University and 
obtained a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Communications Studies.  In 
2006, she graduated from Kent State University with a Master’s 
Degree in Library and Information Sciences.  

Stephenie has 19 years of experience working in both public and academic libraries in varying 
capacities.  She started her career at age 16 by attaining a job as a shelver (library aide) at the 
Beavercreek branch of the Greene County Public Library.   Shortly after starting college, Stephenie 
was promoted to the position of circulation clerk within the same branch.   

She was then promoted to the position of reference associate and transferred to the Bellbrook branch.  
In 2008 Stephenie was charged with creating a library for a local nursing academy without a budget 
or only minimal physical resources provided by the school and was able to develop a collection of 
over 1000 volumes.     

While at Fortis College, Stephenie oversaw the operations of the Learning Resource Center for the 
largest school in a national consortium that contains over fifty schools. She was tasked with creating 
and managing the company’s online library, including the coordination of over 15 Learning Resource 
Center Managers and other library support staff from all across the nation in the delivery of the online 
reference services.    

Stephenie is an energetic library professional fully committed to bettering library services and 
increasing the information literacy of its patrons.  She is excited to bring her talents and skills to 
Wilberforce University. 
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The Dr. Mark and Shelly Wilson Center for 
Entrepreneurship, Social Good and  
Transformational Leadership 

ilberforce University President, Dr. Herman J. Felton Jr. is proud to announce the 
groundbreaking of the Dr. Mark and Shelly Wilson Center for Entrepreneurship, 
Social Good and Transformative Leadership.  The Center will serve as a core to 

creating an experience for Wilberforce students to develop and cultivate an entrepreneurial spirit, 
participate in transformative leadership opportunities, and grapple with social justice issues of our 
time. 

The Center will focus on developing and cultivating in the areas of entrepreneurship, transformative 
leadership, and social good. These experiences will be produced through three institutes. 
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Dr. Anu Venkateswaran:  
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

 Dr. Anu Venkateswaran’s educational background includes 
graduate and terminal degrees in Business Administration (MBA 
Virginia Tech.) and Materials Science and Engineering (PhD Virginia 
Tech and M.Tech., the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur). A 
member of the American Marketing Association, her academic 
career spans twenty years of teaching and research in the US and in 
Switzerland - at Virginia Tech, Central State University, Wilberforce 
University, and the American Graduate School of Business (AGSB, La 
Tour de-Peilz).  

She has taught undergraduate courses in a variety of disciplines, and 
graduate courses in marketing and management, receiving awards 
for teaching excellence from AGSB (2016), the Southwestern Ohio 
Council for Higher Education (2003) and Wilberforce University 

(2003, 2007, 2010 and 2013). At Wilberforce University she has previously served in 
administrative roles as Interim Dean, Professional Studies (2008-09); Academic Area Assessment 
Co-coordinator (2010-2011); and Dean of Faculty (Arts and Sciences and Professional Studies, 
2013-2014).  

Dr. Venkateswaran’s recent professional experience includes - Client Partner Facilitator for Aequor 
Inc. and Novartis, Basel, Switzerland (2014-15), and Educational Consultant to the Business School 
of Lausanne (2015). Dr. Venkateswaran has published in refereed journals, conference proceedings, 
and books, on diverse topics such as the thermo-mechanical behavior of ceramics and ceramic 
composites, price sensitivity of African-American consumers, advertising and public relations in 
Malaysia and Indonesia, public relations and religious communication, social entrepreneurship, the 
effects of the financial crisis of 2007-09 on Turkish firms, and risk analysis and disaster 
management. She has written grants and obtained funding from the National Research Council, 
Washington DC, and the Army Research Organization (ARO), serving also as the PI and Program 
Manager (2011-2013) at Wilberforce University, on the latter. 
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Five Ways to Get Students Thinking about Learning, 
not Grades 

By Maryellen Weimer, PhD 
The past several decades have seen an interest in learning surge. It’s always been part of our 
educational endeavors, but the recent focus on it has been intense—that is, for teachers. Our 
interest is not shared by most of our students. They are still pretty much all about grades, 
preferably those acquired easily. They will work for points, but not very enthusiastically, if at 
all, without them. 

Grades are important; we can’t say they don’t matter. They’re what gets students financial aid, 
job interviews, and admission to grad school. But in the larger scheme of life, grades don’t 
matter all that much. When was the last time someone asked about your GPA? It’s the 
knowledge and skills acquired in college that make a difference in what we do and how we 
live. Yes, grades are supposed to measure learning and they do, but not all that definitively. 

Somehow, we’ve got to get students more focused on learning and more accurately 
understanding what it requires. So many students still cling to the notion that grades measure 
ability, and that good grades result from big brains, not time and effort devoted to study. How 
do we make the point that IQ matters far less than the commitment to hard work? 

Most of us aren’t naïve enough to imagine whole bunches of students being converted to 
learning enthusiasts simply because we so convincingly proclaim that it matters. We need to be 
thinking more along the lines of water droplets eroding rock with a slow and steady drip, drip, 
drip. Forward movement too slow to see, but powered by a relentless commitment to reposition 
thinking about grades and learning. Here are five ideas that illustrate these less splashy ways of 
advancing the learning agenda. 

 

1. Assignments as learning opportunities 
For most students, assignments are tasks they do please the teacher. We hear that when 
they ask what we “want” in the paper, project, or presentation. What if we introduced 
every assignment by discussing the knowledge and skills it advances? Or we could put 
the question to students, “What might you learn by doing this assignment?” and 
constructively be in their faces until they answer. 
 

2. Learning Reflection Students  
Need to move beyond the “Whacha get?” exchange when we return graded work. 
Here’s an interesting approach one teacher uses. Early in the course, he asks students to 
think about their professional destination or even the kind of life they hope to live one 
day. “What skills and knowledge are you going to need that you don’t have or don’t 
have enough of?” Students make a list (yes, they get a few points for doing so) and they 
keep it handy. After every assignment or activity, they look at the list and write a short 
reflection on how what they just did supports what’s on their list.  
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3. Evolving Assignments  
Most assignments, activities, and even exams are something students do once and then 
move on to the next task. One-time assignments don’t illustrate how learning is an 
evolving process and they don’t teach students how to do more work on something they 
have already done. Let’s rethink that approach with a paper written in installments, or 
a reaction to one reading, followed by a reaction to a second in light of comments made 
about the first, and so on. Installments in a single document are submitted every time a 
reaction is due. There’s teacher feedback (not necessarily every time) but no grades. The 
need-to-know on the grade front is calmed by announcing that everyone has at least a 
B unless they hear otherwise. The paper is graded once, at the end, with a few summary 
comments. 
 

4. Better collaboration with peers 
Students go to peers with lots of learning related questions: “Who should I take for 
econ?” “Were her tests hard?” “Is that a class you can skip?” Unfortunately, these 
aren’t particularly good questions. Students can learn important things from peers, but 
they’ve got to ask better questions. How can we help them to ask better questions when 
they’re deciding whether to take a course?  
 

5. Change the conversation 
Talk “learning” with students. I once had this exchange with a student. “So, you’re 
taking political science? Tell me what you’re learning in the course.” To which the 
student replied, “Nothing.” “Really?” I asked incredulously. “And what’s going to 
happen when you’re interviewing for the job of your dreams and the interviewer says, 
‘Gee, I see you took a poly sci course. That’s such an interesting field. Tell me what you 
learned in that course?’” I loved how the student’s eyes widened.  
 

The idea for this list came to me after rereading a Journal of Education for Business article, 
which contains a list of recommended practices for learning-centered classes. The ideas shared 
in the article are related to, but not the same as, my list here 

 
References:  
Farias, G., Farias, C. M., and Fairfield, K. D., (2010). Teacher as judge or partner: The dilemma 
of grades versus learning. Journal of Education for Business, 85, 336-342. 
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Could Your Assignments Use a Tune-Up? 
By Maryellen Weimer, PhD 
November 1, 2017 

How do students think about assignments? A lot never get past the idea that they’re basically 
unpleasant things faculty make them do. What does interest a lot of students is finding out what 
the teacher wants in the assignment, not so much what the assignments asks but more seeking 
insight as to what the teacher “likes.” Discover that and there’s a better chance of a good grade, or 
so the thinking goes. Unfortunately, very few students look at an assignment and think, now 
there’s an interesting learning opportunity. 

And how do faculty think about assignments? With multiple courses and lots of other work 
besides, with each new assignment developed there’s a tendency to first consider the amount of 
grading that will come with it. And then there’s how to deal with assignments that come in late or 
not at all, assignments that may not have been completed by the students who turned them in, 
assignments that don’t merit a passing mark—all potential headaches for the teacher. 

I have two other concerns about assignments: 

1. The extent to which they are recycled, used again semester after semester, and  
2. The extent to which the same or very similar assignments are widely used across course 

levels and disciplines. See Could We Be Doing Better with Our Assignments? 

This collection of issues and concerns makes this post a gentle reminder of how significantly 
assignments shape what and how students learn in a course. An assignment has the potential to 
promote learning on three fronts. First (and some would say, most importantly), assignments 
promote content learning. An assignment can’t be done well (or even not so well) without getting 
up close and personal with the content. That being the case, it’s necessary for faculty to regularly 
revisit an assignment in terms of what content students will encounter as they complete it. Is it 
important content? Interesting content? Challenging content? Content that illustrates organizing 
principles or central concepts? How does the assignment advance what students should know by 
the end of the course? 

Second, assignments promote the development of skills, usually skills associated with learning and 
skills that can be used across a lifetime. So what skills does doing the assignment develop? Here 
there’s a tendency for faculty to be more idealistic than pragmatic. We want students to develop all 
kinds of complex skills—critical thinking, problem-solving, organization, integration, questioning, 
in-depth analysis, reading and writing skills. Yes, these are important skills, and there’s nothing 
wrong with high standards for students, but our thinking about assignments needs to be less all-
inclusive and more specific. The questions we need to ask are these: What skills is the content in 
this course well-positioned to develop? And then, with a critical eye on the assignment, what skills, 
maybe it’s just one skill, is this assignment in a good position to advance? This is especially 
important when students have multiple skills they need to remediate. Skills are best developed one 
at a time, with fixed and focused attention, accompanied with deliberate practice. So, targeting 
skills in a course and in the course’s assignments aids their development. It’s better than a generic 
commitment to comprehensive skill development. 

And finally, assignments can enlarge the student’s understanding of his or her development as a 
learner. But most students aren’t going to reflect on their skills without prompting, especially those 
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who aren’t paying much attention to learning in general. I don’t ever remember thinking about 
how I was learning when I in college, even in grad school. The questions for students can be about 
the process: How much time did you think the assignment would take to complete? Did you over 
or under estimate? Did you collaborate with others? Was that helpful? What was the hardest part 
of the assignment? The easiest part?  Did the assignment call for skills you need to further 
develop? If motivation was a problem, how did you get yourself to work on the assignment? 
Questions like these lead to what should be asked after every assignment: What did you learn 
about yourself as a learner? 

Assignments are what students ride on their way to learning. Our responsibility is to provide good 
vehicle maintenance and recognition when it’s time for a trade-in. 

Dealing with Students Who Hate Working in Groups 
By Joseph F. Byrnes and MaryAnn Byrnes 

ome students tell us they hate 
groups—as in really hate groups. Why 
do faculty love groups so much, they 

ask? I work hard, I’m smart, I can get good 
grades by myself, these students insist. Other 
students are a waste. I end up doing all the 
work and they get the good grade I earned for 
the group. Why do you, Professor Byrnes, make 
me work in a group. I hate groups!  

Sound familiar? We call these bright, 
motivated, annoyed students our lone wolves. 
They demand learning activities where they 
know they can excel and are fearful that our 
emphasis on group work will mean lower 
grades for them. The least of the students will 
drag down the best, seems to be their constant 
refrain. Get me out of these groups and let me 
show you what I can really do. 

We have developed an unusual way to deal 
with these bright motivated lone wolves—we 
form groups of lone wolves! On the first day of 
class, we have students fill out a data sheet. 
Here is the question that deals with groups: 

Think about your experience working in 
groups. Please select the one response that best 
suits your experience. 

A. I enjoy working in groups because my 
group members usually help me 
understand the material and tasks and 
therefore I can perform better. 

B. I question the value of group work for 
me, because I usually end up doing 
more than my fair share of the work. 

C. I have little or no experience working 
in groups. 

D. I have a different experience than the 
choices given above. Please describe. 

When we form groups, we place the students 
who have selected B (our lone wolves) in the 
same group. There are usually sufficient 
numbers to form one or even two groups of 
these lone wolves. 

The result is delightful to observe. Often for the 
first time, the lone wolves are challenged by 
groupmates. 

They must learn to negotiate, trust, and share 
with others who are equally driven and equally 
intelligent. Another positive outcome is that 
students in other groups have the opportunity 
to develop and demonstrate leadership 
capacity, without the interference of these lone 
wolves who tend to control others in groups.

  

S 
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The Convening of The Center for Entrepreneurship, 
Social Good, and Transformational Leadership 
Think Tank  

By Ms. Cheryl Durgans, MFA 

ransformational leadership related to how our communities interact with 
entrepreneurship and social good begins with the understanding that there is an 
identifiable societal need. Entrepreneurs can respond to these needs, be it in the realm of 

technology or social justice, history or art by engaging in enterprises that ensure needs are met 
and challenges are overcome.   It is within this context that this past November, Wilberforce 
University under the helm of Dr. Tashia L. Bradley, Vice President of the Division of Student 
Engagement and Success, convened a think tank to imagine a social good vision for the newly 
minted Dr. Mark and Shelly Wilson Center for Entrepreneurship, Social Good and 
Transformational Leadership.  

The first center of its kind at a Historically Black College and/or University (HBCU), the 
Wilson Center is a natural evolution in a Wilberforce University Renaissance that recognizes 
the university as a premier liberal arts institution with an entrepreneurial focus. Accompanied 
by the launch of a concentration that enables students of all majors to receive a minor in 
Entrepreneurship, Wilberforce University has positioned itself as a burgeoning innovative 
resource for global innovations and solutions to 21st century challenges. 

It is within this context that I was humbled and honored to participate in The Convening of 
The Center for Entrepreneurship, Social Good, and Transformational Leadership Think Tank 
along with distinguished scholars from HBCUs around the country. Our think tank focused on 
“framing and defining the Social Good”.  Outcomes for this discussion included the following: 
“To conceptualize and create a definition of social good that is accessible for the communities 
we serve, to contemplate the current educational reality of HBCU’s and consider the role of 
social good, to reimagine HBCU spaces using social good practices and ideals and to produce a 
guide/position paper based on our discussions.  

My colleagues include Dr. Rodney Cohen, whose research involves the history of black 
colleges. He is author of Fisk University and The Black Colleges of Atlanta, part of “The College 
History Series” published by Arcadia.   

Dr. Crystal A. deGregory is director of the Atwood Institute for Race, Education and the 
Democratic Ideal at Kentucky State University. A historian and TEDx presenter, her recent 
works include an epilogue for The Athletic Experience at Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities, and chapters in Black Colleges in the Diaspora: Global Perspectives on Identity 
and Culture. Other articles she has authored can be found on her website at 
http://crystaldegregory.com/bio-and-cv/. 

 Dr. Toneisha Taylor is Associate Professor of Communication at Prairie View A & M’. Her vast 
research interests include, womanist rhetoric as method and theory and practical social justice 
pedagogy for faculty and students. She has written articles on her areas of research, including 
an essay for the book Pedagogies of Race: Digital Humanities in the Age of Ferguson. Detailed 
research and areas of interest are listed on her website at https://www.drtonieshaltaylor.com/. 

T 
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Distinguished Research Professor and Director of the Institute for Urban Research at Morgan 
State University, Dr. Raymond A. Winbush has appeared on national TV to discuss issues 
related to racism. His research has resulted in the publications of books including The Warrior 
Method: A Parents' Guide to Rearing Healthy Black Boys, Should America Pay? Slavery and the 
Raging Debate on Reparations and Belinda's Petition: A Concise History of Reparations for the 
TransAtlantic Slave Trade.  

As a professor, artist and healer, my current research is a multidiscipline effort that involves 
studying healing art modalities that our enslaved ancestors practiced, and the ways in which 
these traditions evolve and continue in our present-day existence. My work is included in 
various personal art collections, museums and galleries, including The Please Touch Children’s 
Museum in Philadelphia, PA. 

Flanked by Wilberforce University faculty, staff and students from various departments and 
disciplines, important and relevant questions were posed, debated and highlighted during the 
think tank in an effort to create an overarching definition of Social Good as it relates to 
Wilberforce University’s historical corner stone as the nation’s first private HBCU and now 
founder of the groundbreaking Dr. Mark and Shelly Wilson Center for Entrepreneurship, 
Social Good and Transformational Leadership.  

The position paper/guide will be published in early 2018. 

 

PRICELESS WORDS 
 
“You’re a great teacher.” 
“I learned a lot in your class.” 
“Thank you for helping me grow.” 
 
What specific words from students are like music to your ears? If you could write your 
own student evaluation comments, what would you say? As we mature as teachers, we 
change according to the words we find most fulfilling. As beginning teachers, we crave 
acceptance from students. Reminiscent of the actress Sally Field’s famous Academy 
Awards speech, we are happy when they “like us.” It is a nice feeling. However, with 
experience we start to see it’s the impact we have that really matters. Determining whether 
we’ve made an impact is never easy and often never known. 
 
In recent years I have been getting emails and written comments that thank me for assigning 
certain work. I don’t recall receiving these in my earlier days as a teacher. Maybe I know better 
how to design assignments now than in the past. Or perhaps I do a better job of “selling” 
students on the value of the work. Regardless, I think it’s important that I examine why this 
trend has occurred. Obviously, students made a connection between the assigned book or 
paper and their understanding of course content and developed new self-insights.  
 
But how did this happen? I continue to reflect on this question. And that’s the main point. As 
teachers we must be engaged continually in thinking about our practice, honing our skills, and 
becoming better. Our individual journey of development as teachers serves to enhance our joy.   
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H.E.L.F. Conference 

Marvin Leon Reid Jr., DBA, MBA, MSIT 
Assistant Professor Information Systems & Business 
College of Professional Studies 

During the holiday break, I had the privilege and honor 
to be accepted to attend the Higher Education Leadership 
Foundation (H.E.L.F.) at Philanders-Smith College in 
Little Rock, Arkansas. This highly sought leadership 
institution is by invitation only. I was part of the Zeta 
Cohort. H.E.L.F was established in March 2015 to 
provide bold, engaging, and innovative learning and 
mentoring opportunities for current and aspiring leaders 
(Higher Education Leadership Foundation, 2017). H.E.L.F 
intends to play a vital role in the mission of encouraging 
leaders to “lift as they climb” to ensure that HBCUs 
survive and thrive as national models of achievement 
(Higher Education Leadership Foundation). Additionally, 
H.E.L.F. assisted with efforts in producing leaders who 
will be instrumental in shaping the future of the nation’s 
historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs).  

I had the opportunity to learn from some of the premier 
Presidents of HBCUs, renown scholars, and executives in 

public and private sector. I met Presidents and Executives from Talladega College, Huston-Tillotson 
University, Virginia Union University, Wiley College, Arkansas Baptist College, Harvard University, 
Southern University Shreveport Louisiana, Philanders-Smith College, Wilberforce University, Wells 
Fargo, Educational Testing Service, Coca-Cola Bottling Co., and George Stiell, CPA. I learned 
leadership strategies deemed essential in understanding and managing the hard and soft skills 
leadership required to guide an institution efficiently. A few of the courses I attended were Public 
Relations and Crisis Management: Crafting the Right Institutional Narrative; The 21st Century 
HBCU Administrator: What does Transformational Leadership look like; Higher Education and the 
Law: What Every Leader Should Know; and The Leadership Commitment: Taking your Next Step. 

HBCUs are critical to the success of higher education initiatives in the United States. HBCUs are 
facing unprecedented challenges. Some of those obstacles include retention, enrollment, financial, 
and sustainability. The H.E.L.F institution allowed me to gain a deeper understanding of some of the 
tough decisions leadership faced at HBCUs. I was placed in real-life case scenarios to see what 
decision I would make. I found this lived experience to be beneficial, valuable and moving as I 
strive to achieve a leadership role at an HBCU institution ultimately.  

I was able to build, collaborate, communicate, develop, and share knowledge with other highly 
acclaimed individuals from cohort attempting to become leaders of higher education institutions.  
I also created lasting relations with individuals that will allow me to be a more effective educator.  
I am honored to have had the opportunity to attend the institution. I highly recommend H.E.L.F to 
anyone who has a passion for the sustainability of HBCUs. The knowledge that I gain undeniably 
will allow me to be a better educator and administrator in higher education. 

Reference 
Higher Education Leadership Foundation. (2017). About the foundation.  
Retrieved from https://heleaders.org/the-foundation/  

https://heleaders.org/the-foundation/
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Research, Grants, Publications and Presentations 

Faculty Development Series – Spring 2018 

January 

• Subject: Crafting Essays Using Microsoft Word 
Facilitator: Mr. Russell Thomas 
Date: January 30, 2018 
Time: 11am 
Location: Upper Lecture Hall 

February  

• Subject: Developing Course Objectives and Learning Outcomes 

Facilitator: Dr. D. R. Buffinger 
Date: February 6, 2018 
Time: 11am 
Location: Upper Lecture Hall 

March 

• Subject: Engaging the Online Learner  

Facilitator: Mr. Javan Reed 
Date: March 6, 2018 
Time: 11am 
Location: Upper Lecture Hall 

April 

• Subject: Creating a Culture of Assessment 
Facilitator: Dr. Pamela Richardson-Wilks 
Date: April 3, 2018 
Time: 11am 
Location: Upper Lecture Hall  

May  

• Subject: Mobile Technology: Adoption in Learning 
Facilitator: Dr. Marvin L. Reid 
Date: May 1, 2018 
Time: 11am 
Location: Upper Lecture Hall   
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Call for Papers 
Wilberforce University Faculty Journal 

Academic Year 2017-2018 
Dedicated to The Pursuit of Excellence in Higher Education 

 
This solicits papers for the 2017-2018 edition of the Wilberforce University Faculty Journal. 
Aimed at highlighting the innovative ideas/work in teaching and research of the university 
faculty, the Journal should serve to further empower and energize the faculty. We are proud of 
our previous three editions, and hope to continue to maintain our tradition of excellence. All 
faculty members are encouraged to participate.  Journal content will include your innovative 
thoughts/work on teaching and research, reviews of highly interesting and/or provocative 
topics, new course offerings (especially interdisciplinary) and more. Faculty 
news/honors/awards/publications will again be included via a special section in the Journal. 
 

Submission Criteria 

Overall Guidelines 

1. Electronic Submission and Review Process 

The Journal will use an electronic manuscript submission and review management process. 
Authors will submit papers and reviewers will edit/ submit reviews electronically over the 
Internet. All correspondence between authors and editors, and reviewers and editors will be via 
email. To submit a manuscript, please follow the instructions specified below. 

Since the Journal is implementing an impartial review process using internal (and external) 
reviewers, please include only the title of the article, not the author(s) name(s)/title/area in the 
initial/draft electronic submission. You will be asked to provide this information later – directly 
to the editor.  

After submitting a draft manuscript, you should receive an e-mail confirmation that the paper 
was received. When the reviews are complete, the editor will send an e-mail to you with further 
instructions on how to proceed. All editorial comments will be inputted electronically, and all 
corrections on the author’s part will be made electronically. Editors/reviewers will not be 
responsible for typing, compiling tables, drawing figures or graphs, inserting footnotes and 
compiling bibliography – this is the author’s responsibility. It is very important that your 
submitted ‘draft’ be as close to final publication format as possible since time lines are tight. Style, 
page length, and formatting guidelines will need to be strictly adhered to. If this is your first 
attempt at publishing a paper, or if you are uncertain about overall format/expectations, please 
research some refereed, standard journals and conference proceedings in your particular 
discipline before attempting to submit an article.  
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Please bear in mind that this Faculty Journal represents the WU brand and will be circulated to 
external members/agencies as well as to internal (WU) constituents. Hence articles will be held 
to a high standard and reviewers are asked to exercise due diligence and provide constructive 
criticism. If an article is deemed to require a very significant re-write it may be refused or 
returned to the author(s) with instructions to consider a deferred re-submission after 
compliance with the significant level of modifications required. 

 

2. Length of Articles and Abstract 

In an effort to keep the Journal manageable for easy reading by others within and outside the 
Wilberforce University community, the length of the article should not exceed 10 typed pages, 
inclusive of tables, charts, graphs and references.  Please use headings and sub-headings as 
needed, as is typical of a ‘Journal’ article (as opposed to a straight essay format).  Abstracts should 
be 250 words or less.  

 

3. Formatting 

All manuscripts are to be word processed in clear, grammatical English, double-spaced, and, on 
one side of 8 1/2 X 11 in (21.5 X 28 cm) white paper, with a left margin of 1.25” (for binding), 
and 1” on all other sides. In general, the style of the manuscripts should follow the 
recommendations of the current edition of the American Psychological Association (APA). Body 
font is Times New Roman, font size 12. Sub-headings and headings need to be bolded, and major 
headings can be capitalized to distinguish from sub-headings. The title on page 1 is to be 
capitalized, bolded, and in Times New Roman font size 14. Paragraph indentation should be 
0.5”. References should immediately follow the body, on a separate page. References should be 
single spaced, Times New Roman, Font 12, with the second (and following if needed) lines 
indented 0.5”. Leave one-line space between references. Tables and Figures should follow the 
references, chronologically, and can be combined, if necessary, on pages, making sure to provide 
appropriate headings, source, and to allow for sufficient room between tables and/or figures.  
Although the organization and format of papers submitted to the Journal is somewhat flexible to 
reflect the multidisciplinary nature of the Journal, it is important that a consistent format is to 
be used throughout. If needed, a set of original drawings or glossy prints suitable for 
reproduction must also be included.  

Number pages consecutively. The article title will be centered at the top of the first page only. 
This will be followed by a 300-word abstract, with the ‘Abstract’ heading centered, italicized 
and bolded (Times New Roman size 12). All other headings and sub-headings will be aligned to 
the left. For footnotes and endnotes (if needed) use Times New Roman, font size 10.  References 
are to be cited in the text according to APA specifications. References should include full titles 
and inclusive pagination. Tables and Figures should be numbered (preferably with Roman 
numerals) and referred to by number in the text. Footnotes should be numbered using a separate 
set of numerals. Use the appropriate superscript numeral without parentheses for citation in the 
text.  
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4. Copyright, Plagiarism, Intellectual Property and Other Issues 

Submission of a manuscript is a representation that it has not been published previously and is 
not under consideration for publication elsewhere. It is also an assurance that all persons listed 
as authors have made significant contributions to the content of the paper and that they each 
concur with the paper as initially submitted and with all revisions. At least one of the authors 
must be a member of the Wilberforce University faculty. Please note also that the opinions and 
statements of authors are their own, and are not endorsed by the Journal and Wilberforce 
University.  

The author(s) assure The Journal that the paper is based entirely on original material, that it does 
not infringe anybody else's copyright. In the case of copyright material, such as the use of quotes 
or images beyond what is legally considered standard or 'fair use', the author(s) will undertake 
to arrange, and if necessary to pay for, permissions, and place all documentation supporting 
their claim that these permissions have been secured. These permissions must also be credited 
within the work itself. The author(s) agree to indemnify The Journal and Wilberforce University 
against any claims as a result of breech of the copyright of others. Please carefully read the 
definition of plagiarism, from multiple standard sources, and be aware that plagiarism can 
include the copying of concepts/ideas, structure, sentences, charts, tables and figures, images, 
and paragraphs; not to mention entire sections, without due credit. 

The author(s) assure The Journal that the material contained in the paper is not defamatory, 
unlawful, obscene, invasive of another person's privacy, hateful, racially or ethnically 
objectionable, abusive, threatening or harmful, and undertake to indemnify Wilberforce 
University against any claims which may be made in situations where material is considered to 
be any of these things, or has any of these effects.  
 
 
5. Faculty News 
A section of The Journal will highlight key faculty news.  Faculty professional achievements 
(grants received, other awards, professional development activities, etc.) will be noted in this 
section. Information should be 1 page or less, using the formatting discussed above.  
 
 
6. Timelines 

 Timelines for the 2017-2018 edition are given below. Adherence to the timelines is absolutely 
critical in order to have the publication distributed prior to close of the Spring semester. 
 

What When Where to Submit 
Completed Paper with 
Abstract, to Editor 

January 4, 2018 wufacultyjournal@ wilberforce.edu 

Blind Peer Reviews 
Completed, returned to 
Editor 

January 29, 2018 wufacultyjournal@ wilberforce.edu 

Editor to return draft to 
authors for corrections 

February 9, 2018 e-mailed to authors with reviewers’ decision and 
accompanying criticism/comments/suggestions 

Corrected Final Paper 
with Abstract submitted 
to Editor  

March 2, 2018** 
 
 

 
 

wufacultyjournal@ wilberforce.edu 
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Deadline for submitting 
Faculty News section 
updates to Editor 

 
March 2, 2018** 
 

Approved Final Papers 
and Faculty Content  

March 15, 2018  

WU Faculty Journal is 
compiled, proofed, and 
published 

 
April end 2018 
 

                             
--------NA------- 

 
** Submit information on Faculty News such as professional development activities completed, 
grants awarded etc. prior to March 2, 2018 
 
 
7. The Journal Advisory Board 
Faculty volunteers from both colleges will comprise membership of the advisory board, along 
with the Provost (ex-officio).  The board will be led by the Editor. Board members will work with 
faculty within their colleges (Professional Studies/Arts & Sciences) to solicit articles, clarify 
questions and help identify appropriate peer reviewers (including themselves) for submitted 
articles. Dr. Marvin Reid has agreed to serve as the journal layout/compilation and artistic 
director. 
 
 
8. Questions/Comments 
Please contact the editor in case of any questions/comments.  
Dr. Anu Venkateswaran, Wilberforce University Faculty Journal Editor for 2017-2018. 
   
 

International Journal of Arts & Sciences 
Academic Conference 

Bringing educators from all over the world, this conference is a 
way for professionals to network and gain feedback from each 
other through informal discussions.  

March 12-16, 2018 
University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

   

http://www.internationaljournal.org/vegas.html
http://www.internationaljournal.org/vegas.html
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CALL FOR PAPERS: 

LGBT Themes in African American History 

The Journal of African American History is planning a Special Issue on the connections between Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, and Transsexual (LGBT) subjects or topics and the history of African American life, culture, and 

politics. Over the past twenty-five years, the field of LGBT historical studies has grown rapidly, and yet up 

until quite recently, the scholarship has not addressed questions of race in general, or the African American 

past in particular. Historiographical debates over the merits of a minoritarian versus a queer methodology 

stimulated important conversations about modes of research and writing, but the unspoken assumptions 

were that the proper object of inquiry was white and that resistance against homophobia had little or 

nothing to do with survival in a racist culture. 

The explosion of literature on the civil rights campaigns, Black Power and black radicalism, and urbanization 

has not expanded to document the role of black LGBT activists, organizations, or communities. Too often 

powerful critical tools for analyzing racial formation have not been applied to the construction of sexuality, 

and vice versa. This Special Issue proposes to correct the missed connections between these overlapping 

narratives of race and sexuality, and present cutting-edge scholarship on LGBT themes in African American 

history from a wide variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives, involving archival, cultural, and 

oral sources. 

Topics and subject matter constituting the intersection between African Americans and LGBT historical 

inquiries could include: 1) African American family, youth, and LGBT issues historically; 2) the impact of 

religion, and notions of respectability, masculinity, and femininity on the construction of black LGBT identity; 

3) the connections between Civil Rights and Gay Rights and between Black Power and Gay Liberation; 4) 

African American communities and the AIDS epidemic; 5) LGBT subjectivity in African American film, music, 

and entertainment; 6) the contribution of LGBT African Americans to the hair, fashion, commercial art 

industries, as well as the performing arts; 7) political and economic interactions between African Americans 

and LGBT social justice organizations; 8) the historical encounter between black LGBT actors and the state, 

the military, or prison systems; 9) the impact of urbanization, including segregation, crime and violence, 

policing, and sex work on black LGBT lives and organizations. 

Essays should be no more than 35 typed, double-spaced pages (12 point font), including endnotes. The JAAH 

uses the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition (Chicago, IL, 2010) for citations. Guidelines for manuscript 

submission are published in the JAAH and on the JAAH website: http://www.jaah.org; for inquiries the email 

address is: vpf1019@aol.com. Submitted essays will be peer reviewed. Your cover letter should include the 

title of your essay, name, postal address, e-mail address, and phone number. Your essay should begin with 

the title of the essay and should NOT include your name. Please send three (3) hard copies of your 

manuscript to: 

Dr. Kevin Mumford, Guest Editor 

c/o V. P. Franklin, Editor, 

The Journal of African American History 

University of New Orleans 

Department of History 

2000 Lake Shore Drive 

New Orleans, LA 70148 
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Submission Deadline: 1 March 2018  

Call for Papers: 

Special Issue on Percival Everett 

 

African American Review is seeking submissions for a special issue devoted to the work of 

Percival Everett and coedited by Anthony Stewart and Joe Weixlmann. Because of the eclectic 

nature of Everett's output (novels, short stories, poetry, visual art), the potential scope of the 

issue will be determined by the submissions themselves, but possibilities might include: 

• The interplay between Everett's fiction and his poetry 

• Everett's fiction, poetry, and painting 

• The role of the Western in Everett's writing 

• Everett's early work 

• The relationships between Everett's work and that of other novelists, poets, and/or 

painters 

 

Submissions must be 6000-8500 words in length, exclusive of Notes and Works Cited. Please 

consult http://aar.slu.edu/submissions.html for the journal's general submission guidelines. The 

deadline for submission is March 1, 2018, and articles may be sent to either Anthony Stewart 

(afs006@bucknell.edu) or Joe Weixlmann (joe.weixlmann@slu.edu).  

 

AAR will from time to time feature "Forgotten Manuscripts," which is modeled on the "Little-

Known Documents" section of PMLA. Because so much of African American literary, print, 

and cultural production remains unknown or ignored, and so much scholarly attention 

remains devoted to the most canonical texts and topics of the heritage, the journal will 

publish short occasional essays (1,000-2,000 words) that introduce and contextualize short 

excerpts (3,000-5,000 words) from manuscripts neglected but noteworthy to African 

Americanists in diverse academic disciplines as well as to readers generally interested in 

African Americana. Please refer to our guidelines for submissions. 

 

 

Materials published in AAR do not necessarily represent the views of the journal's editors, 

staff, or financial supporters, who disavow any responsibility for its contents.   
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UNCF and its 37-member colleges and universities are committed to providing access to 
quality education. A quality education includes the support and attention of knowledgeable, 
experienced professors. 

 

Since learning is a lifetime commitment, UNCF offers several faculty development programs 
for professors at UNCF-member colleges and universities. These programs provide 
opportunities for UNCF professors to continue their development through furthering their 
research and training, pursuing advanced degrees and improving their curricula and teaching 
skills. 

 

The Faculty International Summer Seminar 

 The seminar creates an opportunity for UNCF faculty to enhance their scholarship in an 
international setting. 

 

Faculty Teaching and Learning Summer Institutes 

 The Learning Institutes allow participating UNCF junior and senior faculty an opportunity to 
focus on issues related to teaching and learning. 

 

Faculty Residency Program 

 The Faculty Residency Program enables faculty members to participate in semester residency 
programs at major universities, laboratories or field stations and/or research centers. 

 

Faculty Enhancement Mini Grants 

 Institutions are invited to submit grant proposals to assist in strengthening, orienting and 
advancing the professional development of junior faculty. 

 

For further information on the faculty programs, please contact Dr. Michael Robinson. 
Applications will be accepted until January 20, 2018. 
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FRN Network Summer 2018 
 

Applications for Network Summer 2018 Seminars, Summer 
Scholar-in-Residence and Fall/Spring Scholar-in-Residence 
programs are now online!  Applications for each of these 
programs are due on Monday, February 12, 2018. 

 

 

  

 

FRN Network Summer Seminars will take place from June 11—15, 2018.  

 

 

   

 

FRN Summer Scholar-in-Residence program will be held from June 4—29, 2018.  

 

 

  

 

Two summer residency programs offering travel subvention and a 
small stipend are listed below:  

 

   

 

FRN Grimes Summer 2018 Scholar-in-Residence  

 

 

    

 

FRN Fassiotto Summer 2018 Scholar-in-Residence   

 

 

    

 

Fall/Spring Scholar-in-Residence Programs Listed below:  
 

   

 

FRN Fall 2018 and Spring 2019 Scholar-in-Residence  
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FRN SYMPOSIUM 2018 
Transforming Teaching Through 

Active Learning 
 PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 

DEADLINE – APRIL 20, 2018 
  
 

Active learning is a pedagogical practice that shifts the focus from 
teacher-based delivery of content to learning activities performed by 
students.  It requires students to engage with course material 
through reading, writing, discussing, role-playing, listening, and 
reflecting. Research confirms that by taking a more active role in 
their own learning, students improve their conceptual 
understanding, critical thinking, creativity, and interpersonal skills. 
Active learning has been around for some time, but recent changes 
in the academy, our students, and the world make this an opportune 
time to utilize this pedagogy to transform our teaching. 
 
As with any pedagogy, active learning requires thoughtful planning, 
implementation, and assessment. The 2018 FRN National 
Symposium provides a forum to explore the many varieties of 
active-learning techniques, develop best practices for lesson 
planning, and examine technology-based resources to facilitate 
student engagement. By the end of the symposium, we hope that 
participants will have acquired a repertoire of active-learning 
strategies that will transform their teaching. We invite you to join us 
in Orlando, Florida on November 16-17, 2018—registration 
information will be posted in April 2018. 

 

 

    

 

Please contact our office at frn@nyu.edu should you have any questions. 

 

 

https://nyu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0e4149e5bafc07d286ae30e47&id=7f3dc8a11a&e=e40c89354a
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W 

 

 

Symposium Details 

Date: August 2-3, 2018 
Location: University of Houston 

*If you need an accommodation to 

participate in this event, 

please contact us at 

texashigheredsymposium@gmail.com* 

  

mailto:texashigheredsymposium@gmail.com
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The Spencer Foundation was established in 1962 by Lyle M. Spencer. The Foundation received its 
major endowment upon Spencer's death in 1968 and began formal grant making in 1971. Since that 
time, the Foundation has made grants totaling nearly $500 million. 

The Foundation is intended, by Spencer's direction, to investigate ways in which education, broadly 
conceived, can be improved around the world. From the first, the Foundation has been dedicated to 
the belief that research is necessary to the improvement in education. The Foundation is thus 
committed to supporting high-quality investigation of education through its research programs and 
to strengthening and renewing the educational research community through its fellowship and 
training programs and related activities. 

Small Research Grants 

The Small Research Grants program is intended to support education research projects with 
budgets of $50,000 or less. In keeping with the Spencer Foundation’s mission, this program aims to 
fund academic work that will contribute to the improvement of education, broadly conceived.  
Historically, the work we have funded through these grants has spanned, a range of topics and 
disciplines, including education, psychology, sociology, economics, history, and anthropology, and 
they employ a wide range of research methods. The following examples of recently funded small 
grants illustrate the diversity of what we support: 

• an experimental study of how college students use visual representations in solving math 
problems 

• a study exploring the process of racial and rural identity formation among African American 
high-school students who attend de facto segregated schools in the rural South 

• a mixed-methods study focusing on the different types of knowledge novice and experienced 
teachers draw on in teaching for reading comprehension 

The majority of small grant proposals that are funded by the Foundation are “field-initiated” in the 
sense that they are not submitted in response to a Request for Proposal (RFP). In the past, we have 
requested that proposals within the Small Grants program be submitted within one of the areas of 
inquiry listed below. The Foundation does not use this information in the review process, but 
captures it in the application to better understand the variety of research that is proposed. The 
areas are broadly organized as follows: 

Field-Initiated: Proposals in this area are those that fall under the Spencer Foundation's general 
mission of funding research on education, but don't appear to fit in one of the areas mentioned 
below. Although the areas below are broad, there are many projects that don't have a strong focus 
in any of them; those should be tagged with Field-Initiated as the research area in the online 
application. 
 

Deadlines 
Small Research Grant proposals are accepted 4 times per year. The next deadline is at 4:00pm CDT, 
February 1, 2018 and May 1, 2018.  
For further information on this program, please see the links http://www.spencer.org/small-
research-grants  

The Spencer Foundation 

625 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1600 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 
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2018 PKAL STEM Leadership Institute 
 

 

 
Institute I:  July 10–15, 2018 
Institute II: July 17–22, 2018 

Location: 
The Claggett Center 

Adamstown, Maryland 

  
Full submissions for the 2018 PKAL STEM Leadership Institute will soon be accepted. Be among 
the first to receive additional information about our submission process by indicating your Intent to 
Apply by Wednesday, January 17. 
  
The Project Kaleidoscope STEM Leadership Institute is designed expressly for STEM faculty at the 
early to middle stages of their careers as educators, researchers, program directors, principal 
investigators, or department/college-level administrators. The five-day intensive professional 
development experience exposes participants to the theories and practices needed to effectively 
manage the politics of change and contribute to the national STEM higher education reform effort. 
  
Nearly 60% of the Institute’s leadership curriculum is grounded in the major tenets of experiential 
learning, with exclusive access to My Tenure Trek™ (MTT)—higher education’s only diversity 
simulation designed especially for STEM faculty and administrators to provide real-time cultural 
immersion in a range of authentic interactions, situations, and conditions that mirror the influences 
of power and privilege in STEM higher education. 
  
Who Should Apply? 
The Project Kaleidoscope STEM Leadership Institute welcomes applications from STEM faculty: 

• Who are tenured/tenure-track, as well as non-tenure track, adjunct, or fixed-term; 

• Of all institution types, especially community colleges and minority-serving institutions; 
and/or 

• In positional and non-positional leadership roles. 

STEM faculty from historically underrepresented groups are strongly encouraged to apply. 
  
Deadlines: 
Wednesday, January 17, 2018: Submit the Intent to Apply Online Form 

Wednesday, March 14, 2018: Submit Final Applications 

 
Online Application Guidelines are available here. Notifications regarding acceptance to the Institute 
will be sent by Wednesday, May 2, 2018. Answers to frequently asked questions about the Institute 
can be found here.  

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact pkalstemleadership@aacu.org. 
 

 

 

http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/a75cf3215ed548ce3947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/8d5d979912f4ee0b3947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/8d5d979912f4ee0b3947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/73b05324af47de783947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/2064d0c9d34e4d423947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/02c9c9d1c65c10463947229f28c3afba
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/54f4eeb64751d4bd3947229f28c3afba
mailto:pkalstemleadership@aacu.org
http://portal.criticalimpact.com/go/1/3f5a13160b8a2212a6473c7b9fa19141/25043/f49c901fd798389a/fa842a76b2b039173947229f28c3afba
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https://blacksinhighered.site-ym.com/?page=membershipinfo
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Call for Proposals: Magna Teaching with 

Technology Conference 
We are now accepting proposals for the Magna Teaching with Technology Conference, to be held 

October 5–7 in St. Louis, Missouri. 
The Magna Teaching with Technology Conference brings together tech-savvy educators to explore 

effective ways to use technology as a teaching tool and facilitate teaching and learning. 

As the name suggests, the focus of this event is to help professors find the right technology 

tools, assemble engaging speakers, provide enriching professional development, and gather like-

minded educators for refreshing collegial networking that the higher education community has 

come to expect from Magna and events. 

The Magna Teaching with Technology Conference provides a thought-provoking and stimulating 

forum for educators of all disciplines and experience levels to share practical ideas and best 

practices for using technology to advance teaching and learning in higher education. 

We seek interactive sessions that engage and inform attendees. 

Experience-Based Proposals reflect a technology-as-tool approach to pedagogy with immediate 

take-away applications for the conference attendee. 

Evidence-Based Proposals reflect data-driven approaches to the interactions of technology with 

learning, giving the conference attendee guidance to make future pedagogic decisions or engage 

in similar research. 

• Active Learning Pedagogies  

• Learning Design  

• Emergent Technologies  

• Faculty Development  

• Student Assessment  

Submissions should relate to one of the above areas; however compelling and relevant proposals 

that fall outside of these designated topics are also welcome. 

Submissions are due February 27, 2018. 

Presenters are responsible for their own conference registration fee, travel, and lodging. 

http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1f-n4-5KX3nsN3wv9ZNYbv6S0/*N7hbXdq1bDJpN27qTcjDbTNC0/5/f18dQhb0ScMn2RMFdXV1xQ9Q629t2yVj2Q0R1FRVB2W5pTNy27Yk6Z4W6g0Tqv6CNPCGW1Lvf466Sr3csW2MP0Hk3-bc98W3vYtl84N9B7JW1M8c0t2-rYWxN1mfBtlM2GDVW91qg_t5PCKn3W7Cbv5D5VzxZLW3T0_Qw6Gm3nrW42NbXP8LGnBBW30GlGt4r-cPCW52Lmnf68jt7YW6Qfn0V5ryLRwW1n_ps44Sx5TRVclT4r2vjsPSW14tNxD5jKDCqW1d7vYS6mCH-SW5JwD4z1djgk7N7hdxZsgXjFrW23DDCJ3Z5JBGW2mdqpF68GXYzW212FBS5byKVsW7GyG8Q3MNlR8Vxrccb1zFZLJW3jlQGp1MlTSRW1CrnRg1N5hZmW8WDgH_5Hpwn5W7g6b_s7lPXMKW2kXyg51sbHFSW1Qr-JR2VbkpKW4247Cr12LSC9W80jWzS7ykg3sW3-bSx23rVlT9W1NFsRr65bZR4VrGJw55pp5ZWW7hqfKj37JN9bW7G4XVZ2dsvJQW690XtZ4FNk1RN6z8TkFyzHwNW2_94Zd5pv_VSW7r-wjk1K-5TmW3njSgx5qSKj7W4b6CgC2SpVC0W2z8V-J6RrkBFW3L1bPw6yCTkkW2hjxbp1zlFHPW8XjxzG43DHNtW1yT0xp987Rf5W7QJZQm1mRkHrVwsdBB7xs-9P0
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1f-n4-5KX3nsN3wv9ZNYbv6S0/*N7hbXdq1bDJpN27qTcjDbTNC0/5/f18dQhb0ScMn2RMFdXV1xQ9Q629t2yVj2Q0R1FRVB2W5pTNy27Yk6Z4W6g0Tqv6CNPCGW1Lvf466Sr3csW2MP0Hk3-bc98W3vYtl84N9B7JW1M8c0t2-rYWxN1mfBtlM2GDVW91qg_t5PCKn3W7Cbv5D5VzxZLW3T0_Qw6Gm3nrW42NbXP8LGnBBW30GlGt4r-cPCW52Lmnf68jt7YW6Qfn0V5ryLRwW1n_ps44Sx5TRVclT4r2vjsPSW14tNxD5jKDCqW1d7vYS6mCH-SW5JwD4z1djgk7N7hdxZsgXjFrW23DDCJ3Z5JBGW2mdqpF68GXYzW212FBS5byKVsW7GyG8Q3MNlR8Vxrccb1zFZLJW3jlQGp1MlTSRW1CrnRg1N5hZmW8WDgH_5Hpwn5W7g6b_s7lPXMKW2kXyg51sbHFSW1Qr-JR2VbkpKW4247Cr12LSC9W80jWzS7ykg3sW3-bSx23rVlT9W1NFsRr65bZR4VrGJw55pp5ZWW7hqfKj37JN9bW7G4XVZ2dsvJQW690XtZ4FNk1RN6z8TkFyzHwNW2_94Zd5pv_VSW7r-wjk1K-5TmW3njSgx5qSKj7W4b6CgC2SpVC0W2z8V-J6RrkBFW3L1bPw6yCTkkW2hjxbp1zlFHPW8XjxzG43DHNtW1yT0xp987Rf5W7QJZQm1mRkHrVwsdBB7xs-9P0
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1f-n4-5KX3nsN3wv9ZNYbv6S0/*VCZVY76XHNTVW3rxZsn5wWnZR0/5/f18dQhb0ScMn2RMFdXV1xQ8X629t2yMj2Q0RPXT3jW1lty_h1_B9FKVPfXH638nCPjW1nBfk-4n4Vg9W8yjh237wSPxtW1BNtc38NTQyPN8pvvhgmQVKJV9p-BJ4P2Ml-W9jG5sw8XhPDzW4dHtqD68srp4W3v7Zy83_73tJW24W5S699RYPsW7P5TG-2Z-NBMVHD5fn8x9tR8W3ysFHt8mWY6RW2J1DWd8n5j6fVm6xMk2-SmblW717Vvj1C-CjPW2GjtRP8C-W5QN143qhBD8dLCW3PwrYS2g0RKTW11RS_v6F6YD4W5X2Bb435jpPwVWCV-Q2CgTv5W3RJ-FZ4dG4wzW4RSWmg5s46W4W1GHfv95SxgfmMSzcznXxpYRW95Fk397BJzSYW8k6h-N8rp9v5W5hYk3n5xjT9CW5BZlkQ6KNvnrN6BqSjtBkM38W8CPdl43YwqB5W4nkBxh1s9s1WVLZ4DV2YHSrHW4Q-gRk2-rxKPW5p5wsC6R__nfW8w5pnJ15LpJvW7R1dQn6rmRD2W1Z0DFQ4XVSFfW69bCSJ8ykls_W3B5gRT5x372yW6kKz7j7p-3gQVcs5Tb3M-JLHW1ssNL43qbqNdW6M-7G57mPzJkW18FM4M1CJd2bW9f8xQc81TtWYW8_0h-Q2kpJW1W6D_1lq1H6P-Sf70S4Xj11
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1f-n4-5KX3nsN3wv9ZNYbv6S0/*W4jSgz93t09mDW1YZdB25WF63-0/5/f18dQhb0S5ft9dZzb4W8-VGkM22jgLsN4877ZYZvGbZVY71fT2f6Ts0W1wcxHq7K0hWZW1MpvyV2QyQ5PW1tw-r-2NB2NVW1Ljb567z06zBW7TzxPj7nbsVVW2Sx78V7B-VCGW7MWcr92MzgkRW7w3lKX7C06FJW6lZqG67n9r2hW1K6Vb02SwjxkW1CfB2f1wg9-RW1_YCvs2Pz36WW1Y_j-H1Y-JcgW1S1qz12PCyXGW7mHBg91HlKS2W1tmGy_19wZTJW7C4bVl1yxnzhW5Sj2kn79-F6nW3H9V3Z2-J-SLW2z_tNM7WPBXhW5DBw5F7v70xcW35p5rj2ns9FGW2MDw1W3ZxR_TW1tlccq55T8LRW285thv7ldyjxW608ypp7jdZzRW7bm07L794K6zW1vhs6q5Z7B9fW2g2ygp7b5FJkW84yfpW22N3_pW1T7jPV6Nj8fhW7v31_h6fNtMGW1Fg7Wz6sxLmnW31syzH7MLGkGW6pL0V76zQvfvW83G1JL7s4t2DW2bTGr21stkGKW3bwBFy6bjwVXN4FXhV9cZLWRW86k-Pb7nhFXqW618Q-g9cHVgYW7tKGcq5Z1DY8VhJwzc2K2yPHW8mhVQY5vbxLBW8pCdGD4l-HjvW3-YHCs6y_4sgW659zZW3v9vJRW7Vt_sn5V9XlMN3f5_rbyX-4vf7gG7Gv04
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1f-n4-5KX3nsN3wv9ZNYbv6S0/*N2fKy7cK54WmW8m441b3M8fm20/5/f18dQhb0S5ft9dZzb4W8-VGkM22jgLsN4877ZYZvGbZVY71fT2f6Ts0W1wcxHq7K0hWZW1MpvyV2QyQ5PW1tw-r-2NB2NVW1Ljb567z06zBW7TzxPj7nbsVVW2Sx78V7B-VCGW7MWcr92MzgkRW7w3lKX7C06FJW6lZqG67n9r2hW1K6Vb02SwjxkW1CfB2f1wg9-RW1_YCvs2Pz36WW1Y_j-H1Y-JcgW1S1qz12PCyXGW7mHBg91HlKS2W1tmGy_19wZTJW7C4bVl1yxnzhW5Sj2kn79-F6nW3H9V3Z2-J-SLW2z_tNM7WPBXhW5DBw5F7v70xcW35p5rj2ns9FGW2MDw1W3ZxR_TW1tlccq55T8LRW285thv7ldyjxW608ypp7jdZzRW7bm07L794K6zW1vhs6q5Z7B9fW2g2ygp7b5FJkW84yfpW22N3_pW1T7jPV6Nj8fhW7v31_h6fNtMGW1Fg7Wz6sxLmnW31syzH7MLGkGW6pL0V76zQvfvW83G1JL7s4t2DW2bTGr21stkGKW3bwBFy6bjwVXN4FXhV9cZLWRW86k-Pb7nhFXqW618Q-g9cHVgYW7tKGcq5Z1DY8VhJwzc2K2yPHW8mhVQY5vbxLBW8pCdGD4l-HjvW3-YHCs6y_4sgW659zZW3v9vJRW7Vt_sn5V9WFRW3f5_rb6-VY-Vf7gG7Gv04
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American Association of Blacks in Higher Education  

2018 Call for Proposals 

March 25 – 28, 2018 
Sheraton New Orleans Hotel 

500 Canal Street 
New Orleans, LA 70130  

Dr. Dereck Rovaris, Conference Chair; AABHE President-elect 

Conference Theme 

Pathways to Success in Higher Education: 

Education, the Ultimate Civil Right!   

The American Association of Blacks in Higher Education (AABHE) provides leadership 
regarding success in Higher Education. It pursues numerous initiatives while 
communicating African American achievements. These initiatives address the pipeline 
of Black faculty, staff and students within post-secondary institutions, thus bringing 
broad issues pertinent to Black faculty, staff and students to the attention of the larger 
academic community. AABHE also facilitates and provides opportunities for individuals, 
institutions, groups and agencies in higher education, to collaborate and network 
nationally and internationally. 

There are other African American/Black organizations representing our specializations, 
and AABHE supports its members as they address their particular areas of expertise. 
Moreover, AABHE encourages leadership within higher education and within our 
various areas. Therefore, the highest preference will be given to proposals that go 
beyond specific findings, practices or perspectives to emphasize the leadership 
component in the work. Leadership in this context is broadly construed as emphasizing 
the processes, characteristics, practices and value systems that encourage other 
individuals and institutions to advance the efforts and objectives of African American 
leadership within higher education. 

AABHE invites proposals that focus on various aspects of leadership, policy, collaborations, 

research and innovative strategies that impact those who work with, within, and around 

institutions of higher education. Following the official theme: Pathways to Success in Higher 

Education: Education, the Ultimate Civil Right! AABHE encourages submissions that create 

opportunities for critical thinking about academia in an evolving political and economic climate. 

We welcome theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches that may advance our 

conceptualization of social justice and partnerships as we navigate various strategic pathways 

to success in the academy. Submissions are accepted in three formats: general conference 

presentations, roundtable discussions and one poster session with numerous posters and 

presenters.  
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Presentation Types 

Please indicate the session type most appropriate for your 

proposal. 

 

General Conference Presentation (60 minutes) 

Presentations are 60-minute formal scholarly or research paper presentations. These 
presentations can be performed by an individual presenter or an organized panel of 
presenters contributing expertise and perspectives on a topic or issue facing higher 
education professionals. Presenter(s) may share their research or innovations through a 
lecture or an introduction followed by discussion and/or activities. 

 

Roundtable Discussion (60 minutes) 

Roundtables are flexible and an ideal format for in-depth discussion. They involve one 
or more presenters speaking on a similar topic who share a table with several attendees 
interested in that topic area. For this conference, there will be a total of 12 seats at each 
table. Each presenter at each table, will have approximately 10-15 minutes to speak. 
After the presenters have completed their speeches at their respective tables, they will 
have approximately 15 minutes to receive feedback and have an open dialogue with all 
participants seated at the table. Presenters should bring questions to pose to others 
within their roundtable group. No additional audiovisual equipment, such as a 
screen or LCD projector, is provided. Proposals involving students as panelists, are 
strongly encouraged. 

 

Poster Session (60 minutes) 

Posters combine a graphic display of research with the opportunity for an informal discussion of 

findings throughout a 60-minute session. Individual presenters will set up displays that 

showcase their papers in a designated area of traffic flow. Detailed instructions about the 

preparation of posters, will be available. No additional audiovisual equipment, such as a 

screen or LCD projector, is provided. Student posters are strongly encouraged.  
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2018 American Association of Blacks in Higher Education 

Doctoral Student Grant (Dissertation Award) Application 

www.aabhe.education 

The American Association of Blacks in Higher Education (AABHE) will offer doctoral 
student conference grants (Dissertation Award) for the 2018 National Conference, March 
25-28, 2018. The grants allow the recipients to attend the conference as an introduction 
to the academy and provide excellent networking opportunities for new academicians. 

To be eligible for this grant, applicants must be a doctoral candidate who has successfully 
defended their dissertation or recent graduate (within the past year since December 8, 
2017) in a program leading to a teaching or administrative position in higher education; 
or the applicant’s program of study and/or research emphasis must be aligned with or 
show some involvement in the African American community. The applicant also may have 
recently completed the defense of the dissertation, thus may not be currently enrolled. 
Defense of the dissertation should have occurred within the past year. 

GRANT AWARD The award recipient will receive a $1,200 cash award, conference 
registration, and a one-year membership in AABHE. Second, third, and fourth place 
winners will receive $1000, $750, and $500 (respectively) cash awards, conference 
registration, hotel stay, and a one-year membership in AABHE. Failure to attend the 
conference and/or fulfill conference responsibilities voids the receipt of the cash award, 
conference registration and 1-year membership. Extenuating circumstances may be 
considered. 

APPLICATION GUIDELINES To apply for the Doctoral Student Conference Grant 
(Dissertation Award) upload/email a completed and signed Application Form, Curriculum 
Vita, a letter of recommendation from the dissertation chair or advisor certifying 
completion of research with tangible results, and a research statement (two page single 
spaced maximum) to the following link - AABHE. Your research statement should 
describe your current research study (with results) and its implications for the African 
American Community. All applications must be received by Tuesday, January 31st, 2018. 
INCOMPLETE APPLICATION PACKETS WILL NOT BE REVIEWED. All applications 
must be signed. The award recipients will be notified by February 9th, 2018. 

GUIDE FOR PREPARING THE RESEARCH STATEMENT - (Not to Exceed TWO 
Pages-Single Spaced) 

1. Problem/Purpose: What was/is being investigated? Why, when, where and by whom 
was the research conducted? What is the rationale for this study? (20 pts.) 

2. Research Questions and/or Hypotheses: What specific questions did the researcher 
attempt to answer? What hypotheses were tested? (20 pts.) 

http://www.aabhe.education/
https://aabhe.site-ym.com/events/register.aspx?id=890000&itemid=947d7876-e113-4a7f-82a6-4edd634a6056
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3. Methods: Who were the subjects? How many were there? How were they selected? 
What controls, if any, were used? What tests, questionnaires, or other methods of data 
collection were used? How were they selected and administered? How were data 
analyzed? (20 pts.) 

4. Results: What were the major findings? What interpretations of the findings were 
made? (15 pts.) 

5. Conclusions/Implications: What discussion, suggestions, or recommendations were 
made on the basis of the results? What are the implications for the African American 
Community and/or Higher Education? (20 pts.) 

The award selection committee will review complete application packets received by 
the deadline, Tuesday, January 31st, 2018. We will accept only electronic applications 
(see the link). Electronic applications must be RECEIVED by January 31st, 2018. A 
complete application packet includes (1) a signed application cover sheet, (2) supporting 
documents (Curriculum Vita, advisor recommendation), and (3) a research statement, 
which describes the doctoral student’s current research interest and its implications for 
the African American community; this statement must outline tangible results gathered 
during the research phase of the dissertation project. Applicant should have completed 
degree requirements in the last year (no sooner than December 8, 2017). 

The advisor’s recommendation MUST certify that the applicant has completed the 
dissertation research project. 

CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION: 

The award recipients will make formal presentations during the conference. The time of 
the presentations will be announced when the final program is published in early March 
2018. For more information on the Doctoral Student Conference Grant (Dissertation 
Award) contact: 

Dr. Fred A. Bonner II 

Professor and Endowed Chair 
Prairie View A&M University 
(AABHE VP for Research) 

aabhebootcamp@aabhe.education  
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Illustrate the 2019 
Conference Theme: 

Roadmaps for Student Success 
 

The Higher Learning Commission (HLC) invites submissions for 
its 2019 Annual Conference Art Contest. Submissions 
should be original pieces of art illustrating the conference theme, 
“Roadmaps for Student Success.” The contest deadline is 
February 9, 2018. 

  
Students, faculty and staff from all HLC-accredited and 
candidate institutions are eligible to enter. Finalists chosen by 
HLC will be voted on by HLC’s membership in an online poll in 
mid-February, and the winning artist will be awarded 
$1,500. 

  

  

 

Please submit articles, stories, adventures, research, photos, etc. 

Anything you want the Wilberforce Community to know or be 

informed, please submit your information to 

mrobinson@wilberforce.edu. 

We look forward to putting your articles in the Academic Affairs 

Newsletter. 

  

https://hlcommission.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=095b5ee1ca87b78a7ff0b5cd5&id=5c792661c2&e=6730d5a660
mailto:mrobinson@wilberforce.edu
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Awards for Faculty at  
Historically Black Colleges and Universities 

Division of Research Programs 

Receipt Deadline April 11, 2018 for Projects Beginning January 2019  
 
Brief Summary 
This program supports individual faculty or staff members at Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCUs) pursuing research of value to humanities scholars, students, or general 
audiences. Awards are designed to be flexible, allowing applicants to define the audience, type of 

research, award periods, and administrative arrangements that best fit their projects.  
 
Awards can be used for a wide range of projects that are based on humanities research. Eligible 
projects include pursuing research in primary and secondary materials and producing articles, 
monographs, books, digital materials, archaeological site reports, translations, editions, or other 

scholarly resources; conducting basic research leading to the improvement of an existing 
undergraduate course; or conducting basic research related to the goals and interests of the 
institution or community.  
 
Common to all applications—regardless of their outcome—must be humanities research 
supporting the goals of the project. 

 
Program Statistics 
In the last five competitions, the three Awards for Faculty programs received an average of 124 
applications per year. The programs made an average of ten awards per year, for a funding ratio of 
8 percent. 
 

The number of applications to an NEH grant program can vary widely from year to year, as can the 
funding ratio. Information about the average number of applications and awards in recent 
competitions is meant only to provide historical context for the current competition. Information 
on the number of applications and awards in individual competitions is available from 
FacultyAwards@neh.gov. 

 
Questions? 
Contact NEH’s Division of Research Programs at 202-606-8200 or FacultyAwards@neh.gov. 
Applicants who are deaf or hard of hearing can contact NEH via Federal Relay (TTY users) at 800-
877-8399. 
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Grant News 

Enduring Questions Corner  

 

What is good government? 

Can war be just? 

What is friendship? 

What is evil? 

 

The NEH Enduring Questions grant program supports faculty members in the teaching and 

development of a new course that fosters intellectual community through the study of an 

enduring question. This question-driven course encourages undergraduates and teachers to 

grapple with a fundamental concern of human life addressed by the humanities, and to join 

together in a deep and sustained program of reading in order to encounter influential thinkers 

over the centuries and into the present day. 

NEH has funded nearly 100 Enduring Questions grant projects since 2008. To learn more about 

the courses that grantees have developed, please click on the links at 

https://www.neh.gov/grants/education/summer-seminars-and-institutes  

  

https://www.neh.gov/grants/education/summer-seminars-and-institutes
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Requests for Proposals 

The Charles Koch Foundation focuses on a select number of programs that support social 

progress, well-being, and long-term prosperity. In addition to welcoming new ideas for these 

topics, we also invite general research proposals. 

For a sample of the projects that the Foundation has recently supported, read our Annual Giving 

Report. 

OPEN PROPOSAL REQUESTS: 

Foundations of Well-Being 

Well-being is a critical topic with broad implications for how individuals and societies organize 

to maximize human fulfillment and welfare. 

Corporate Welfare Reform 

Corporate welfare takes many forms but typically involves government-granted advantage or 

privilege over current or future competitors, often with negative unintended consequences.  

Toleration & Free Speech 

Toleration is a foundational tenet of free and flourishing societies and provides a basis for 

peaceful coexistence among people with different views. 

Foreign Policy 

The United States’ approach to grand strategy, trade, diplomacy, defense policy, and other 

foreign policy areas influence individual and societal well-being on a daily basis. 

Criminal Justice & Policing Reform 

The criminal justice system affects everything from individual opportunity and family cohesion 

to public safety and the ability for communities to thrive. 

Technology & Innovation 

The introduction of new ideas, products, or methods enables individuals to use resources more 

efficiently, which in turn raises standards of living. 

Economic Freedom 

Economic freedom is a critical component of societal well-being, leading to greater opportunity 

and an improved quality of life. 

Have Questions? 

Phone: 703.875.1770  
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2018 Teaching Professor Conference 

  

Get ready for great times, comprehensive learning, and tremendous networking 

opportunities—all in one of the most exciting cities in the country! 

The 2018 Teaching Professor Conference will be held June 1–3 in Atlanta, Georgia. During 

the day, you’ll learn about the latest and greatest in higher education. And then at night, you 

can unwind by exploring this dynamic city. 

The event will be hosted at The Westin Peachtree Plaza. In addition to the finest dining and 

entertainment venues, you’ll be just a short distance away from some renowned attractions, 

including: 

• Georgia Aquarium  

• Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site  

• AmericasMart  

• World of Coca-Cola  

• College Football Hall of Fame  

• Centennial Olympic Park  

• CNN Center  

We encourage you to register today for the 2018 Teaching Professor Conference—it’s a 

great opportunity to learn the newest developments in teaching and learning, meet and network 

with like-minded colleagues, and spend time in an amazing city. Register today and get the 

discounted rate! 

  

http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1vpc2W513VclW4_d7SC55L0DB0/*W170-QW1VXVH8W5b6NRC2-CvG70/5/f18dQhb0ScL96_JdBgV1xT7M8dfDMjW2pvWr61g-bwsW4m-5S-6Y4gsCW7BQLZl5Kf2ZhW6S_wZF2Jf-RwW7GRtwf4m8gTjW6LvyXg2HcR78W22XYxV6755L7W5L0Dyx4c2sbGV5dYxl9h3mtYN4H92jgZt_cZW7JWrd93MS8wzW3dHhTf7JXWXwW3430GS29DTTsW81M0Tn1LQcSnN2sQ8_j25MH8Vzf2_41b0-VNW1wRPkn7ycBZfMS85CyDP3W7W2yxgJZ11My-qW6FpqhP954qFsW90kvG27CYN-PW1cwJRY2BryvRW32bY6351kW3QW2gWwc_2LV1jfN5828XnQ7lBnW98pzbl94CLcGW2kx43w1yQylVW7WMGXJ6cqf3VN6wQv5qpxYH7W3NBWVm4VCxCdW3G_KBb21cGHgW1BKFzx6YpSYFV4bHWl93bqGGW8vw2yg5sF2_XVyl0TW7gV9_VW8frrMB5hD8ZKW7Nt0FF4WX1MpN3tfMSXvq2lRW6r4ny93Yt7g5W6s4P_W8jGTc6W5HLm8m5RLC27VzT6SH2MsH82W2Jrr_-5dZcpQW3_NPmG840swSN5WdxQxBTG99W1JkyQY2d8T67W1_FRM64lGwWTW7QZsG92kPfz7W2hzmx010_H0nW28nz9V8sW5r4W9bVbsr2Dq2PWVQ7PNB8_vSymf1wxTRk02
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1vpc2W513VclW4_d7SC55L0DB0/*W6-K0KG8RRqFTW3CP-ZD1gX2l00/5/f18dQhb0ScL96_JdBgV1xT8Z457y8YW5Vj9nx1g-bwsW4m-5S-6Y4gtYW8stkq-7yGLGYW3q0vgC1lFbG3W3RXr_r29B7nPW82j0bW60GFd5W11t9yD32zvlPW7y321124y8ByW4M8tcG4FxHL-W70FfkS5b4v6nW8Sr6h45-pzpKW6hW4mR3WY0jRW6dzKxc5MnnXWN40V0rbSXlctW1dpBvG4HDkRMN4YH-YSC0JL3W5qtSC_3ND0crMqBg4sjWf9VW5Zk09w11My-qW6FpqhP954qFsW90kvG27CYN-PW1cwJRY2BryvRW32bY6351kW3QW2gWwc_2LV1jfN5828XnQ7lBnW98gWCg8PRmb9W2kLDr_37BcFBW6vn0nr33L1L-N2ylBbjN5kXRN7tdKMln73ndW7k_r3F44pTSKW39rh2j4wJLntVbmvRf7z8ScpW7Hlb3B1z8GwjW14FPpG6Gzm93W78Kc0b1d6VwFN69R8pVvHM6BN6WxyQN-R4JFW3t4lPw7RZjF7W3y47wg7jbnZhW22knSN2jmLPqW17KfP45vWXRtW5lVY1718Mgv7W7_hR-G6PXm5dW4yQjq019LjfCW36Sh0R4skhMGW3_hf0D8JjzjnW7QZsD_2kPfD4W2kxWSK10_H0nW28pp778sW5rnW9bnJ5p4ZJh3hW5szSnY6C7tLtf50tYbJ02
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1vpc2W513VclW4_d7SC55L0DB0/*MHVM9lZFl8TW1P83QR7H4n210/5/f18dQhb0ScL96_JdBgV1xT9x457y8YW5Vj9nx1g-bwsW4m-5S-6Y4gtYW8stkq-7yGLGYW3q0vgC1lFbG3W3RXr_r29B7nPW82j0bW60GFd5W11t9yD32zvlPW7y321124y8ByW4M8tcG4FxHL-W70FfkS5b4v6nW8Sr6h45-pzpKW6hW4mR3WY0jRW6dzKxc5MnnXWN40V0rbSXlctW1dpBvG4HDkRMN4YH-YSC0JL3W5qtSC_3ND0crMqBg4sjWf9VW5Zk09w11My-qW6FpqhP954qFsW90kvG27CYN-PW1cwJRY2BryvRW32bY6351kW3QW2gWwc_2LV1jfN5828XnQ7lBnW98gWCg8PRmb9W2kLDr_37BcFBW6vn0nr33L1L-N2ylBbjN5kXRN7tdKMln73ndW7k_r3F44pTSKW39rh2j4wJLntVbmvRf7z8ScpW7Hlb3B1z8GwjW14FPpG6Gzm93W78Kc0b1d6VwFN69R8pVvHM6BN6WxyQN-R4JFW3t4lPw7RZjF7W3y47wg7jbnZhW22knSN2jmLPqW17KfP45vWXRtW5lVY1718Mgv7W7_hR-G6PXm5dW4yQjq019LjfCW36Sh0R4skhMGW3_hf0D8JjzjnW7QZsD_2kPfD4W2kxWSK10_H0nW28pp778sW5rnW9bnJ5p4ZJh3hW5szSnY6C7cCqf7mPfyh02
http://email.magnapubs.com/e1t/c/*W1vpc2W513VclW4_d7SC55L0DB0/*VWrpsM3k5NTNW6Dl7fs1bD1g90/5/f18dQhb0ScL96_JdBgV1xT7M8dfDMjW2pvWr61g-bwsW4m-5S-6Y4gsCW7BQLZl5Kf2ZhW6S_wZF2Jf-RwW7GRtwf4m8gTjW6LvyXg2HcR78W22XYxV6755L7W5L0Dyx4c2sbGV5dYxl9h3mtYN4H92jgZt_cZW7JWrd93MS8wzW3dHhTf7JXWXwW3430GS29DTTsW81M0Tn1LQcSnN2sQ8_j25MH8Vzf2_41b0-VNW1wRPkn7ycBZfMS85CyDP3W7W2yxgJZ11My-qW6FpqhP954qFsW90kvG27CYN-PW1cwJRY2BryvRW32bY6351kW3QW2gWwc_2LV1jfN5828XnQ7lBnW98pzbl94CLcGW2kx43w1yQylVW7WMGXJ6cqf3VN6wQv5qpxYH7W3NBWVm4VCxCdW3G_KBb21cGHgW1BKFzx6YpSYFV4bHWl93bqGGW8vw2yg5sF2_XVyl0TW7gV9_VW8frrMB5hD8ZKW7Nt0FF4WX1MpN3tfMSXvq2lRW6r4ny93Yt7g5W6s4P_W8jGTc6W5HLm8m5RLC27VzT6SH2MsH82W2Jrr_-5dZcpQW3_NPmG840swSN5WdxQxBTG99W1JkyQY2d8T67W1_FRM64lGwWTW7QZsG92kPfz7W2hzmx010_H0nW28nz9V8sW5r4W9bVbsr2Dq2PWVQ179w8_v-Blf2HWqJw02
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Fine Quality 
Regalia Made 
Easy to Own.  
We are proud to offer this special 
collection of Fine Quality 
Academic Regalia packages for 
the professional educator. 

Faithful to the time-honored 
traditions detailed in the 
Academic Costume Code and 
Ceremony Guide, Jostens 
celebrates academic achievement 
and represents excellence in style 
and quality. 

CELEBRATING MOMENTS  
THAT MATTER™ 

FOR ORDERING AND 
MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS 
visit jostens.com/college/caps-
and-gowns.html  

FOR AN OVERVIEW OF THE 
ACADEMIC COSTUME CODE 
AND CEREMONY GUIDE 
visit acenet.edu/news-
room/Pages/Academic-
Costume-Code.aspx 
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Excellence 

Regina M. Anderson 
by Jone Johnson Lewis   
Updated March 30, 2017  
Regina M. Anderson (May 21, 1901 – February 5, 1993) 
was an African-American playwright and librarian. She 
was of Native American, Jewish, East Indian, Swedish, and 
other European ancestry (including one grandparent who 
was a Confederate general); one of her eight grandparents 
were of African descent, born in Madagascar. Despite her 
own identification of her race as "American", she was 
perceived to be African-American by others, and became a 
key member of the Harlem Renaissance. 

Regina Anderson was a professional librarian in New York 
City; her Master of Library Science was from Columbia University. She also studied at 
Wilberforce University in Ohio and the University of Chicago. In her role as a librarian for the 
New York Public Library, and as an individual, Regina Anderson sponsored and promoted 
many artists and projects in the movement known as the Harlem Renaissance. 

Regina Anderson, Ethel Ray Nance, and Gwendolyn Bennett made their apartment available as 
a salon or meeting place of the artists and intellectuals of the Harlem Renaissance. It was at a 
dinner on March 21, 1924, which Anderson, Nash, and Bennett urged Charles Johnson to 
organize, that W.E.B. DuBois, Jean Toomer, Countee Cullin, Langston Hughes, James Weldon 
Johnson, and others essentially began the movement called the Harlem Renaissance with 
readings and speeches. 

Regina Anderson helped found the Krigwa Players (later the Negro Experimental Theatre or 
Harlem Experimental Theatre) with W. E. B. Du Bois. She helped it find a home in the 
basement of the 135th Street Public Library in Harlem, and Anderson wrote several plays 
under her pseudonym Ursula or Ursala Trelling. 

In 1926, she married William T. Andrews, a New York State Assembly representative. 

Regina Anderson worked with groups such as the National Council of Women and the 
National Urban League, which she represented at the United States Commission for UNESCO. 
She retired from the New York Public Library in 1967. 

In 1981, Anderson said in an interview, looking at the progress of African Americans in 
theater arts, "It gives me a great deal of personal satisfaction to have lived to see much of what 
we and other pioneers worked to achieve becoming a reality. However, we need more and 
more opportunities for our actors, writers, and directors." 

Regina Anderson died in Ossining, New York, in 1993. 

She was one of ten African American women whose contributions were recognized at the 1939 
World's Fair in New York.  
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Innovation 
 

Dr. William J. Powell  
(Golf Course Owner) 

William J. Powell (November 22, 1916 – December 31, 
2009) was an American businessman, entrepreneur, and 
pioneering golf course owner who designed the Clearview 
Golf Club, the first integrated golf course, as well as the 
first to cater to African American golfers. He was also the 
first African American to design, construct and own a 
professional golf course in the United States. Powell was 
fond of saying "The only color that matters is the color of 
the greens". 

Powell was the grandson of Alabama slaves and was born 
in Greenville, Alabama. During his youth, Powell moved 
with his family to Minerva, Ohio. In high school there, he 

played golf and football. Later, at the state's historically African-American Wilberforce 
University, he played on the golf team. 

After serving in the United States Army Air Forces in World War II in England, he returned to 
the Canton, Ohio-area near Minerva in 1946, and began work first as a janitor and later as a 
security guard for the Timken bearing and steel company. Due to racial segregation, he was 
banned from all-white public golf courses and was rejected for a bank loan to try to build his 
own. With financing from two African-American doctors and a loan from his brother, Powell 
bought a 78-acre (320,000 m2) dairy farm in East Canton, Ohio, and with his wife, Marcella, 
did most of the landscaping by hand. Two years later, in 1948, he opened the integrated 
Clearview Golf Club. In 1978, he expanded the course to 18 holes and earned a national-
historic-site designation in 2001. 

As of the 2000s (decade), Clearview was the only course in the United States designed, 
constructed, owned and operated by an African American. 

Powell died in Canton, Ohio, on New Year's Eve, 2009, following complications from a stroke. 

 

 

 

Sources: 
Powell will receive the P.G.A. Distinguished 

Service Award, the P.G.A. of America’s highest 
honor. Photo Credit David Maxwell for The 

New York Times   
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Kindness 

Presidential Enhancement Award  
Program Guidelines 2017-2018 

PURPOSE  
The Presidential Enhancement Award is intended to encourage, recognize, and support faculty 
who develop creative ideas, bold, innovative strategies, and significant projects and initiatives 
which focus on:    
                         * excellence in teaching  
                         * supporting our student and progress toward academic success   
                         * promoting culturally diverse experiences that enrich the student experience.   

This program seeks to establish a partnership between faculty and administration in 
encouraging, identifying, and recognizing the distinctive and extraordinary innovation of 
Wilberforce University faculty.  

ELIGIBILITY  
All full-time faculty and all full-time temporary faculty are encouraged to apply for the 
Presidential Enhancement Award.  

NOMINATION PROCESS  
Submitting a Nomination:  
Guidelines and nomination forms will be made available electronically. Additional copies are 
also available from the Human Resources Office. This form must be used for all nominations.   

After the Division’s approval, the Dean of each Division submits supporting materials along 
with the nominee’s name to the Provost.  Documents needed from the nominee include: 1) a 
cover letter from the Division Dean, 2) a brief description of the nominee’s project, idea or 
strategic initiative, expected student’s learning outcomes and 3) the nominee’s current 
curriculum.   

ANNOUNCEMENT  
Five hundred dollars ($500.00) will be presented to a faculty member each month to promote 
excellence in teaching and learning. The presentation of this award will begin March 1, 2017 
and will continue monthly thereafter during the fall and spring semester of each academic 
year.  

The Provost or President’s designee will announce the awardee at the monthly faculty 
meetings.  

DEADLINE  
Deadline to apply is by the 15th of each month that the University is in session, beginning 
September 1, 2017. Applications must be submitted to the Provost’s office by 5:00 p.m. on the 
15th of each month. Awardee(s) will be announced at the Full Faculty Meeting on the 2nd 
Tuesday of each month beginning October 10, 2017. 


